
Loretta & Will Phoenix
Bill was a volunteer worker for the gallery dur-
ing the ‘80’s
Now he supports and critiques Loretta’s work!

“Lo . . .  the PHOENIX - rises again”

Loretta Phoenix, Individualist, Wife Mother, 
Nan, Artist, creator of works ranging from 
Realism to Expressionism, quotes, “my inner-
most desire is to create art that seems to take 
on a ‘life’ of it’s own.”
Works of Art that may start life as watercolors, 
painted on location, seldom remain as such, 
once the “inner personification” intercedes. Of-
ten the water color becomes the under-painting, 
as colors are fused to fashion a mixed-media 
painting.
Favorites painted are Harbor Scenes, the differ-
ent moods of the Ocean, any Lake of Puddle. 
People, animals and birds, portrayed as part 
of the over-all scene = add the spice of life, 
intrigue and interest for the viewer.
Having grown up on a New Mexico plains 
country, other paintings often reach into 
the past. The sand-dunes, wind-mills, cattle 
ranches,donkeys, covered wagons and Indian 
Pueblos often appear in her paintings.
Loretta’s professional career spans many years 
as an Architectural Advisor and Color Con-
sultant for a famous Cosmetic Firm; also as 
President of her own Co.
Loretta credits many instructors and Art Pro-
fessionals who have helped to mold, enlighten, 
encourage, critique and award - along the way, 
as the educational process of art is an on-going 
challenge. This “Phoenix bird” will tell you, “I 
can’t recall when I didn’t want to create some-
thing beautiful. I’m constantly renewed by the 
world of color and beauty.
Thanks to many happy Art Patrons, her paint-
ings hang in homes and business establish-
ments throughout the U.S.A. and Canada.

















Therese Bushen
Multi-talented lady and pretty too.

Her beautiful ceramics, wall hangings and Dream Boxes are much 
sought after.




